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Educational and scientific posters 
M. S. KENNEDY 
Many associations and societies are encouraging 
poster presentations instead of oral presentations at 
meetings. However, posters prepared by professionals 
can he costly ($200 and up). Neat, easy-to-read, and 
attractive posters that can be prepared at a low cost 
are desirable. Instructions follow for the preparation 
of such posters. 
Materials and Methods 
Decide on a title for the poster presentation and then 
organize the information to he presented into introduc- 
tion, materials and methods, results, and conclusions, 
as for an oral presentation. Write each section con- 
cisely, including enough information to clarify the 
points. Simple tables and diagrams are helpful to the 
audience. Diagrams may be beyond your artistic skill, 
but tables can easily be done using methods presented 
here. 
In a commercial artists’ supply store (see the yellow 
pages), buy a package of colored construction paper 
(all one color). Each sheet of paper is 9” x 12”, so 30 
sheets would be needed to cover a 4‘ x 6‘ poster 
display area. For a stiffer backing, poster board (all one 
color) can he used. One 28” x 44” poster hoard usually 
costs less than $2. Two and one-half sheets of poster 
board will cover the 4‘ x 6’ display area. If the store 
has a cardbard cutter, you’re in luck; otherwise, a long 
steel ruler and a knife will he needed. Cut each of the 
colored poster hoards into eight 11“ x 14” pieces. 
Buy transfer letters (Prestype®, Chartpak®) in 
84-point type for the title and in 48-point type for the 
authors and institutions. Helvetica Medium is a good 
type style to choose. For the title, select white poster 
board or smooth-finish, white drawing paper. Cut in- 
to appropriately sized 6” x 12”, 6” x 14”, or 9“ x 11” 
pieces, to show a colored border above, below, and 
at extreme ends when each is glued or pinned to the 
colored poster hoard or construction paper (see Fig. 
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1). The title will span several boards or papers. Up to 
five 11" x 14" colored poster boards or six 9" x 12" 
pieces of colored construction paper can he placed 
across the top of the display area with the long side 
horizontal. 
While in the commercial artists' store, also buy a 
burnisher for transferring the letters (although the blunt 
end of a pen works almost as well), a clear 12" ruler, 
and rubber cement or Carter's Glue Sticp® A complete 
list of supplies is shown in Table 1. 
Title 
Count the letters and spaces in the title, then divide 
by the number of 84 point transfer letters on the first 
line of the purchased sheet. Multiply this answer hy 
the length of the transfer letter line to determine the 
length of the title. 
Example: 
(28 letters in title 16 transfer letters) x 15" = 
26.25" 
Select the appropriate number of white boards or 
pieces of paper to accommodate the length of the ti- 
tle (in the above example, two 14" long boards or three 
12" papers). If you want the title centered, start in the 
center and work both ways (watch your spelling). Rule 
a light pencil line on the white boards or papers where 
you want the title. You should be able to see this line 
Table 1 
Supplies for preparing a poster 
Packages of colored construction paper (all one 
color) for a total of 30 sheets 
OR 
2-3 colored poster boards (28" x 44") 
White poster hoard (28" x 44" or equivalent) 
Smooth finish while drawing paper (18" x 24" pad) 





Clear 12”-plastic ruler 
Long (18"-24") steel ruler (optional) 
X-acto® (or similar) knife (optional) 
Rubber cement or Carter's Glue Stick® 
Push pins or thumb tacks 
THE RABBIT IN THE BLOOD BANK 
Susan Hare and Robert Teller The Federal Hutch Hospital 
Fig. 1. Example of an easy-to-read and attractive 
poster. 
through the backing of the transfer letters. Line up a 
whole row of transfer letters on this line each time 
you are ready for the next letter, so the letters are ver- 
tically as well as horizontally straight. Rub on the let- 
ters, using the round end of the burnisher or blunt end 
of a pen. Check for correctness, and then "set" the 
letters by covering with the paper sheet (that comes 
with the transfer letter sheet) and rubbing with the 
flat end of the burnisher or a ruler. If you make a 
mistake, Chartpak® letters can be erased or removed 
fairly easily with clear tape. Prestype® takes a bit more 
work; i.e., scrape with a straight edge or fingernail and 
erase with an ink eraser. 
Use the same method to calculate the line length 
required for the authors and institutions, using the 
48-point type transfer letters. 
Text, tables, and figures 
Have your copy typed single spaced on plain paper 
as for 2" x 2" slides. For the best magnification, the 
copy area should be 2.5" x 2" or less. Use an enlarg- 
ing copier to enlarge each copy area to 8.5" x 11" 
(you'll need to enlarge twice), leaving a 1" or larger 
margin all around. An alternate method is to 
photograph the material using black and white PRINT 
film such as Kodalith®, Contrast Copy@, or Technical 
Pan 2417® and enlarge to 8" x 10" prints, using a high- 
contrast developer. A pathology department usually 
has the proper camera setup used to photograph tissue 
and organs. Tables and figures should be enlarged also. 
Each print or enlarged copy fits on ONE of your 
colored construction paper sheets or 11" x 14" poster 
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hoards. For this reason, you should divide your text 
so that each print or enlarged copy can stand alone. 
If you have a paragraph that you cannot edit to fit the 
2.5” x 2“ area, you can use a lower magnification, 
or use two prints trimmed so the lines fit together 
properly. If you are using colored poster hoard, 15 is 
the maximum number of copy or print enlargements 
that fit under the title on the display area. Remember 
that any tables or figures also require some of the 15 
boards. Most posters use eight to ten for the text, tables, 
and figures (see Fig. 1). 
The enlargements and title pieces can he mounted 
to the colored poster hoards or construction paper us- 
ing rubber cement. Carter’s Glue Stick® also works. 
After gluing, stack the finished pieces on a flat sur- 
face and weigh down for a day or two. This flattens 
the glued copies or prints (which tend to wrinkle and 
buckle) and gets rid of air bubbles. In addition, push 
pins can he used to mount the enlargements on the 
colored background as well as on the poster display 
area. 
Bring push pins or thumb tacks to the meeting with 
your finished poster. Arrange your poster on a table 
or on the floor before mounting on the poster display 
area. 
Results 
For a neat, professional-looking poster, see Fig. 1. 
Conclusion 
You’re ready for the meeting! 
Melanie S. Kennedy, MD, Director, Transfusion 
Service, University Hospitals, Associate Professor 
Department of Pathology, The Ohio State Univer- 
sity, 4170 Graves Hall, 333 West 10th Avenue, 
Columbus OH 43210-1239. 
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